
 

 

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT OBJECTIONS 

As with Final Expense sales, Medicare Supplement agents will find objections throughout the 

sales cycle — in the beginning when you contact the lead, while presenting different plans, when 

quoting plan options, all the way until the closing when you ask for their enrollment. Whereas 

most Final Expense objections at the end of the presentation center around price (because you’re 

selling them an additional bill), objections for Medicare Supplement sales center around trust and 

education.  

 

Here are some common objections you will hear during or after a Medicare Supplement 

presentation: 

1. “I don’t want to switch plans or companies.” 

Even though the savings may be great, sometimes more than $1,500 for the year, the senior may 

distrust the rates the agent quotes as “too good to be true.” The only way to overcome this 

objection is to build a good professional rapport and make seniors see you as a concerned agent. 

Many agents selling Medicare Supplements, especially with telemarketed leads, aren’t local to 

where the prospect lives. The best thing these agents can do is make themselves as personable as 

they can. Here’s a list of ways to appear more personable and trustworthy when selling remotely 

to effectively educate the prospect on how Medicare Supplements work: 

a. Use screen-sharing technology to show seniors your webcam, your quoting software, 

a picture of your insurance license, and any pictures of family and clients. 

b. Send them something by mail that goes over what you have shown them. 

Robin Penrod increases rapport and trust by not only answering a prospect’s 

concerns or questions, but also relaying personal experience: 

“I use phrases like: “I get that question all the time, glad you asked, most folks 

aren’t aware of that.” My goal is to make them feel that they are not alone in their 

fear, and their questions are normal. I tell them how I got into Medicare; my mother 

became very ill on Medicare and I had to learn how to navigate the system. Boy, 

was I surprised to learn we could purchase the same plan from different carriers for 

less money. Sitting in the hospital, I realized a lot of seniors don’t have someone to 

help who really cares about their health, and I knew I had to help. This is my true 

story, so when I share this with them, they can hear it in my voice and that inspires 

a lot of trust.” 
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c. Send them an email with the same information. 

d. Send them a DVD or link to a video through an email that explains everything you 

went over with them. 

 

2. “I’m happy with my plan.” 

Most seniors are scared of change. Most would rather keep what they have, no matter how 

expensive it is, than risk losing it and: 

A. Not have pre-existing conditions covered 

B. Find out their doctors don’t accept their new supplement 

C. Not be admitted to their hospital in the case of an emergency 

D. Be subject to low-ball rates with higher rate increases down the road

 

Justin Bilyj responds to a prospect who hasn’t heard of a particular company: 

“You haven’t heard of COMPANY? That’s ok, they’ve been in business since (YEAR). 

They are a great company to deal with, they have great customer service, and I think 

if you give them a chance like many other of my clients have, you will find that there 

will be no different than your current company except your monthly payment will be 

lower.” 

“I have your address as…” 

Jason McKenzie qualifies a lead’s happiness with their current company by telling 

them what he did for his other clients: 

“I understand that you’re happy with the company but probably not with the last rate 

increase you got from them. I also write a lot of said company and like them as well, 

however, I have a lot of clients that are very unhappy about the last rate increase. So 

what I have done for them is found another A-rated company with the same Plan F/G 

and requalified them at a much lower rate.” 
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If you establish trust and credibility by showing prospects your insurance license and 

testimonials from other happy clients, and if you effectively educate prospects about the 

standardization of Medicare Supplements and how Medicare billing works from any government 

Medicare guide, while showing them at the same time why you recommend the company and 

plan you are recommending, you can keep the objections to a minimum.  

3. “My plan pays everything.” 

Medicare Supplement agents will hear this, or something to this effect, on the majority of their 

calls, due to the fact that more than 90% of seniors are enrolled in a Medigap Plan F, which pays 

everything when it comes to their medical care. Even if you don’t mention another plan like G 

or N, and you’re just changing the senior to the same Plan F but through a cheaper company, 

you’ll still hear this objection.  

When an agent hears this objection, the best way to answer their concern is by going over: 

A. The Medigap plan chart to compare benefits 

B. The Medicare & You Handbook 

C. Choosing a Medigap Policy 

 

Justin Bilyj reminds the prospect of the common sense approach to shopping for 

Medigap plans while proceeding back into the application: 

“Ms. Jones, I am sure you agree that since these plans are identical in every way, 

there’s no logical reason to spend more than you have to right?” 

“I mean if you are going down the street and you see gas for $1.50 on the right and 

you see gas for $2.50 on the left, you are gonna go the gas station on the right, 

right?” 

“I have your address as….” 

Tom Massey reminds leads that future chronic conditions may impede their ability to 

change and save money later one (regardless of how unaffordable premiums may get 

in the future): 

“How high will your Medicare Supplement premium have to get before you’ll change? 

What will you do when you want to change, but your health won’t allow you to qualify 

to make a change?” 
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Afterward, if seniors still have objections, then this isn’t the real objection; it’s a “smokescreen 

objection,” masking their true concern, which is trust with the agent or the company. The best 

way to overcome this concern at this stage in the game is to have an online screen share to go 

over everything (if you haven’t already), offer to mail them materials, send them to your website 

to watch one of your videos (if you have one), or to just offer them a couple of days to think it 

over. At this point, the best thing the agent can do is to give the senior some space, and not push 

too hard.  

If you’re unsuccessful with a follow-up call to close these types of leads, the next best thing is to 

ask if you can follow up with them later in the year to see how they’re doing. Most seniors will 

consent to that in exchange for the opportunity to be “let off the hook” for now. The agent at this 

point has two options: bid these seniors goodbye until that time and put them in the pipeline to 

contact later, or try to cross-sell them on life insurance for their final expenses. 

4. “I need to talk to … first.” 

As we’ve said before, proactive agents try to incorporate any possible objections into their 

presentation. This objection is best prevented by asking seniors if there’s anyone they confide in 

before making plan changes. Usually it will be a spouse, child, nephew, or niece. If you want to 

bypass this objection without having to present twice, you can initially offer to show them the 

plan comparisons together, hopefully over a screen share (when selling over the phone) or in 

person (face-to-face selling).  

For the objection, “I don't want to switch because it pays all the bills,” Joseph Smith 

says:  

“I am happy your plan pays your bills, because federal and state laws mandate that 

your Medicare supplement policy must pay the expenses it is required to pay. It pays 

well because it is supposed to pay, not because they are fond of you. As long as you 

stay with the same alphabet letter plan, it will pay exactly the same.” 

For the objection, “I need to talk to …” Joseph Smith replies:  

“I am glad you want to involve someone else with the decision. Do you feel it is 

important to ask your child/friend if you should save money? What do you think they 

will say if they knew you would save XXX per month for the same exact coverage?” 
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Presenting to both the senior and their confidant can work in the agent’s favor for two reasons. 

First, it prevents the agent from having to present twice, unless the other person has an odd or 

unpredictable schedule. The second reason is that it helps the agent close the lead if the confidant 

understands the rules of Medicare and the quotes comparison for the plans. This is an 

opportunity to not only create an ally by closing the lead with sound logic, but it could possibly 

earn the agent more business if the other person either wants to change plans/ companies or 

potentially refer someone else who does, now that you proved yourself the expert. 

If the agent offers to present to both people at once, and the senior doesn’t want to go down that 

route, then this objection could also be a smokescreen objection that is again about trust. To 

overcome this, re-read the above recommendations on cultivating trust at this later point in the 

presentation sales cycle. 

5. “Can you mail me some information?” 

This is probably the biggest smokescreen objection, even more so if you get this in person! The 

true objection is the same as what we’ve discussed already, just spoken with different words. The 

senior’s concern comes down to trust, signaling that the agent did not sufficiently educate the 

senior or provide all of the information the prospect needs to make a decision.  

Sometimes even after the agent goes through all of the Medicare publications, the senior’s fear of 

change or loss of coverage can still prevent the agent from closing the lead. Whether there’s any 

other information to give the senior or not, the agent really is at the mercy of the prospect. The 

best thing you can do is put them in the pipeline and drip on them over time, sending educational 

articles and cards to them to demonstrate your care and professionalism.  
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Maybe the prospect will come around and maybe they won’t; the point is that you tried to go 

through all of the information available. If you have a polished online brand, educate seniors on 

all of the information, and put them into the pipeline for future follow-up or cross selling, you’ve 

done all you can to nurture the lead and extract as much value from each one as possible. 

Remember the old sales adage: “some will, some won’t, so what.” Just go to the next lead! 

  

 

 

Justin Bilyj responds to seniors who would like to see things in writing: 

“I can understand that; do you get email?”  

Then I wait for them to open it and I tell them, 

“I work differently than most agents, I do what is called “remote desktop 

sharing” which allows you to see everything on my screen. After we go through 

my license and you see some testimonials we can take a look at all the 

companies side by side and you can see for yourself which company offers the 

best price for the exact same plan you have now.” 

If I get this objection at the end of the presentation, I will only agree to send 

them info if I do what is referred to in the Sandler Sales system as an upfront 

contract or an agreement. I first try to ascertain whether the objection is a stall 

by being honest and upfront with the prospect, 

“Mr. Jones, I appreciate that you want to see everything in black and white, but 

let me ask you, are you telling me this because you are just blowing smoke and 

not really interested?” 

This forces them to either admit to me they aren’t interested, or they start to 

sell me on why they are interested.  

If they sell me good enough, I will mail out a packet, but only after we set 

another appointment to go over everything on the phone and that if they didn’t 

have any questions, we would take an application to see if they qualified for the 

lower rate. 
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